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Biographies 

Michael Donovan (Director) After fifty years in higher education 
(molecular biology, mostly) and thirty in university and community thea-
ter, Michael finally gets his first experience as a director with this produc-
tion.  He takes this opportunity as another validation of his choice of So-
corro as home town for his retirement years.  He is especially grateful for 
the exceptional talent, commitment and camaraderie of the cast and crew 
who have assembled for The Woman in Black. 

John Stokes (“Actor”) has appeared with SCT since the Fall 2008 pro-
duction of Red Herring, directed by his current co-player Bryan Hurtgen. 
The role of “Actor” in The Woman in Black marks his eighth appearance 
with SCT. The anguish he shows in the first scene, when King Lear is 
mentioned, is genuine. He wishes to dedicate this set of performances to 
those audience members, present and past, living and deceased, who have 
made his pains worthwhile. 

Bryan Hurtgen (“Kipps”) finds himself being an actor playing an actor, 
playing Mr. Kipps…confused yet?  So is Bryan.  A butcher by day, a thes-
pian/director by night, and a family man all the time, Bryan is acting as an 
actor this time around, and having one hell of a time at that!  He constantly 
chants the following line from the play:  “I prayed a heartfelt, simple pray-
er for peace of mind, and for strength and steadfastness to endure while I 
completed the most agonizing task”…learning his lines! 

Isis Lyman Pollard (The Woman) is a wedding coordinator, dancer, and 
mathematician.  She can often be found traveling to tango workshops, 
throwing parties, and playing nerdy tabletop games. Though a relative 
theatre novice, she was once asked for an autograph after a particularly 
successful performance as the Scarecrow in The Wizard of Oz when she 
was twelve.  A graduate of New Mexico Tech, Isis never managed to find 
time to participate in community theater when an overenthusiastic student, 
and is thrilled to be here now! 

Dietrich Bachman (Mr. Bunce) is a New Mexico Tech graduate and 
employee. He has acted and done backstage work in several other plays, 
and has had great fun adding tech work to his Socorro Community Theater 
resume. Dietrich is thankful to the cast and crew of The Woman in Black 
for their patience with him, and also to K. Scott Rowe for his invaluable 
instruction and advice. 
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